Ega BedsideCabinet

Reversible

Extensible table

Features
It is a bedside table with tray to be used next to a
hospital bed.
 Structure:
All the elements are corrosion protected with
the epoxy coating.
Surface finish shock, light, abrasion and scratch
resistant, especially in edges and bottom areas.
It does not affect the contact with alcohol, solvents, detergents and food products.
Waterproof, fireproof and high resistance HPL
(High Pressure Laminated) panels structure. M2
fireproof classification.
Upper cover with perimeter protector made of
phenol material HPL and aluminum rod.
Contact surfaces with rounded edges and corners, Sharp edges and cutting surfaces free,
which allows an easy cleaning.

 Options:
The bedside table has a continuous drawer with
sliding guides and anti-fall cap, and a lower cabinet with two doors and inner shelf with bottle
hollow.
Removable inner shelf to improve cleaning Access.
Towel rack.

The colour of the front panels can be chosen to
mach them with the rest of the room elements.
Reversible table (drawer and cabinet door can
be opened from both sides), makes it easier to
place the table in both sides of the bed.
Extendable tipping board to approach to the
patient and be able to use it as dining table,
which encourage comfort.

Hollow to be use as tank or bottle holder, or to
be use to keep other objects. 5 positions reclining lectern and 65º tilting degree. Enables a
360º rotation for greater bed approach.
4 double pivoting wheels 75 mm. diameter with
double rolling rubber band, independent braking in all of them, lint-free and protection disk
in all four corners. The two wheels, right under
the lectern, are located out of the bedside table
main section to increase its stability.
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Ega Bedside Cabinet
Technical information

Colours

Maximum/Minimum overbed table height (A / A’)

1160 / 950 ± 5 mm.

Overbed table extensibility (B)

135 ± 5 mm.

Overbed table board dimensions (C x D)

620 x 395 ± 5 mm.

Overbed table angles

0º / 60º

Cabinet dimensions (E x F x G)

410 x 400 x 630 ± 5 mm.

Height to the base of the cabinet (H)

105 ± 5 mm.

Total width of the cabinet (without overbed table) (I)

650 ± 5 mm.

Weight

35 kg.

Safety weight load (cabinet / overbed table)

30 / 10 kg.
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All our manufacturing is protected by our patents. Pardo reserves the right to modify, without prior notice, our models and technical specifications described in this datasheet.
This technical information refers to a standard configuration. Any option can make it varies.

